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Message from the President
What a thrill it has been to have participated in the our 50th anniversary year. 

A particular highlight for me was the visit of BPMA’s Steve Schofield. The BPMA is naturally a much 
larger organisation with considerably more resources but we found that we shared many parallels and 
many similar challenges. Steve worked very hard on our behalf; presenting two stimulating papers at 
each of our seminars and was actively networking with everyone during the social functions as well.  
Thanks indeed to Steve Schofield, Kevin Wilson and Keith Sanders who did the hard yards that made 
it all happen.

At the same time I was a little deflated by the lower than hoped for attendance at these functions; despite 
the very best efforts from all involved. For 2015 the challenge is to involve all members in our activities.  

I have always valued my involvement in APMA and now PIA. This involvement has made me feel a part of the Australian 
Pump industry, has dramatically broadened my knowledge base, has been a major contributor to my understanding of the 
industry, provided a very useful network of contacts and best of all, I have made some excellent friends in the “trade”. 

With my colleagues on the PIA Council, we will be working harder in 2015 to encourage much broader participation from all 
our members. That means you!  Only by getting involved will you enjoy the benefits of membership.

For 2015, we have General meetings planned for Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide and Brisbane; Breakfast meetings for 
Melbourne, Sydney, Perth and Brisbane. In addition, we are planning a series of evening presentations, seminars and 
workshops.  If there is a subject that you would like to see covered, please let us know.

I encourage everyone to unwind a little over the end of year break and stay safe.

Just before going to press, we have been advised of the passing of Dave McLeish, a Past President of APMA and a 
colleague of mine at Industrial Engineering in the 1980’s. More in the main newsletter.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Astall
President – PIA

1) PIA Activities for the quarter
1.1 Annual General Meeting in Melbourne

• Presidents Report 2014 - Abridged

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the PIA/APMA and I am privileged to be in the President’s chair at this time. The 
organisation has changed quite a bit since the 1980s. However many of the ideas and motivations are the same. What 
has changed dramatically is the move to an “industry” association from a manufacturer’s association. We have a diverse 
membership including importers and distributors, manufacturers, assemblers, pumpset packagers, system designers, ancillary 
equipment suppliers, small pump people, big pump people and consultants.  

One of the biggest recent changes has been the appointment of three executive officers. This has revitalised the PIA dramatically. 
Much of what we have achieved in the last few years would not have been possible without the hard work of these gentlemen.  

Energy conservation and efficiency looms large over us all, and PIA has been extremely proactive in our focus on pumping 
and system efficiency. It is thus very fitting that we welcome here today Steve Schofield. As the Director of the British Pump 
Manufacturer’s Association, Steve is the keynote speaker at our “Latest Developments in Pump Technology seminars in 
Melbourne and Sydney and has been updating us on the latest energy and efficiency initiatives in Europe.

Our policy of taking regular general meetings around the nation continued. Council mini-meetings were also held frequently 
with the use of teleconferencing and this has been working well.

cont. next page...
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Our meeting and seminar schedule this year included:  

• November 2013 : Building Services Seminar in Melbourne

• February 2014 : General Meeting at John Crane in Sunshine (Vic). We were treated to an excellent overview of JC’s 
operations and an inspiring sales communication presentation by Russell Moore

• March 2014 : Breakfast meeting at Carlton FC with excellent presentations by IBIS World on industry statistics and a 
fascinating outline from Bernhard Wittmer – Director Global Business Development - KSB Germany on developments in 
pump management and control for energy conservation

• May 2014 : General Meeting In Brisbane with a presentation from AHSCA and some convivial catching up amongst the 
Qld pumping fraternity.

• July 2014 : PIA attended and provided speakers for a AMCA seminar (mechanical services)

• August 2014 : General Meeting In Perth at Mt Lawley Golf Club.  Excellent presentation by Sean Badart of SWB Plus 
Reliability Services on laser coupling alignment, as well as profiles from Dynapumps and Stalker Pumps

PIA’s cooperation with Chris Bland of Monkey Media has continued, with the highlight being the 50th anniversary commemorative 
edition  We continue to receive positive comments from pump users on the relevance and quality of this Australian publishing 
initiative.

Our  regular PIA newsletters continue to keep members and the general public informed of our activities and our website still 
generates a large number of hits from all over the world. 

On a less happy note I was saddened to hear that the “father” of APMA / PIA, Life Member Dr Bruce Sharp has been unwell 
and will be unable to join in our 50th Anniversary festivities.  His intellect, enthusiasm and inspiration will be missed.

My special thanks go to all councillors, my VP John Inkster and our Secretary Kevin Wilson. Under Kevin’s strong administration, 
and financial acumen, the PIA is well placed financially in fulfilling our obligations to our members.

• Financial Statements

P & L    
    Selected Period Budgeted $ Difference % Difference 

Net Profit / (Loss) $10,836.71 -$3,785.00 $14,621.71 386.3%

Balance Sheet    

 Total Assets    $233,236.01
 Liabilities
  GST Liabilities
   GST Collected on Sales  $8,897.24
   GST Paid on Purchases  -$7,936.82
  Trade Creditors   $5,545.90
  Sundry Accruals   $1,726.00
 Total Liabilities    $8,232.32

 Net Assets    $225,003.69

 Equity
  Retained Earnings   $214,166.98
  Current Earnings   $10,836.71
 Total Equity    $225,003.69

1.2 Appointment of Officers

Ron Astall - President - Elected unopposed 

John Inkster - Vice President - Elected unopposed

Councillors - Elected unopposed 

Mike Bauer, Frankie Camilleri, Martin O’Connor, Alan Rowan, Keith Sanders, Ashley White

One position is yet to be filled and candidates will be reviewed by Council shortly.

The meeting was well attended and run very smoothly, despite a slightly late start.
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2) Executive Officer Reports
a) Publications & Training – Alan Rowan

Publications:
• Technical Handbook reviewed errors and updates required.
• Technical Handbook corrections and updates will be prepared for reprinting in late 2015.
• Australian standards relating to Pipe Friction Handbook have been reviewed with no change for next reprint.
• During the latter part of the year dealt with a query on circular sump intake design which highlighted the need for some 

modification to the Intake Design Section to avoid misinterpretation of the data in this section.

Training:
• A draft of the theory presentation for the Installation & Commissioning Course has been completed including preparation of 

sample commissioning reports, check list & trouble shooting guide. Outlines for the practical part of the course have been 
prepared.

• Accreditation research discussions were entered into with RMIT TAFE on them providing a structured course with 
accreditation, however, this will not proceed as RMIT TAFE have concluded it would not be profitable for them.

• Consideration is being given to incorporating site testing into the I & C course and work has been done in gathering data 
on the instrumentation required. A summary of what is available will be  complete this month.

• We plan to run an initial  course in the 2nd quarter of 2015 with finalisation of course content to be done by the end of 2014.

1.3 Annual Dinner – Cruise on the Yarra
Nearly 50 members and guests boarded the Yarra Queen at Federation Wharf for the dinner cruise along the Yarra.
Several interstate guests misjudged the Melbourne peak hour traffic but we were just departed, when someone spotted 
a gentleman waving at the wharf, so the captain turned back to pick up Jim Smith and off we went upstream. After 
cocktails, a buffet meal was served and the standard was pretty good for a floating restaurant.

As the sun was setting in the West, we turned back to pass under Princes Bridge, past the Casino and under the 
Westgate. Turning back towards the City, we could see the lights on Bolte Bridge and Southbank was alive with 
Melburnians and tourists enjoying the nightlife. We hope everybody enjoyed the change of pace and a purely social 
event to allow everyone to catch up without any mention of pumps!
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The AGM was followed by a Cocktail Party at the Hotham Room of Mercure Hotel. Steve Schofield was our distinguished 
guest and this gave members who were not at the seminar the opportunity to chat with Steve. BMPA has excellent 
contacts in Europe with Europumps and in USA with the Hydraulic Institute. It is hoped we can foster this relationship 
for the benefit of members in Australia, particularly at a technical level.
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b) Standards – Ken Kugler

• Attended “hydrant” seminar presented by the FPAA in relation to draft of AS2419.1 – “Fire hydrant installation”.  
Submitted public comment on behalf of the PIA. There were no issues of concern for pump suppliers.

• Participated and presented a paper at ARBS 2014. Title was “Impact of AS2941fire protection pumps”.

• ISO standard drafts - Issued by SAI for comment (by the FP8 committee members) a number of ISO drafts relevant 
to the fire protection industry (e.g. sprinkler testing, alarm systems and similar) were reviewed without action.

• Reviewed SAI drafts monthly for any of direct interest to PIA members. Apart from DR AS/NZS 1200-2014 
Pressure Equipment and the fire hydrant code none had any impact.

• AS2941 Check List. The major project for the year. The document is now split into chapters or bookmarked to 
reflect a user of the Standard his particular discipline.   E.g. designer, pumpset manufacturer, certifier.

• Participated in EO meetings regarding various issues, mainly Installation and Commissioning as necessary.

• Prepared an article for the “Pump Industry” magazine on fire pump pressure relief valves.  Interestingly, some 
positive feedback was received.

c) Marketing & Statistics - Keith Sanders

• Prepare the Newsletters Oct & Dec 2014 

• Prepare editorial for Industry magazines as required.

• Liaison with Monkey Media to contribute to “Pump Industry” magazine, particularly the Nov 2014 edition   

• Ongoing discussions with Ibis-World to obtain better market information in 2015.

• Assist to organise and promote PIA events including:-

	Seminars in Melbourne and Sydney as part of 50th anniversary celebrations

	Dinner Cruise on the Yarra

• Prepare Flyers as required for PIA events and meetings

• Continued liaison with other Industry organisations to promote cooperation on topics mutual interest. 

	BPMA- Organise trip for Steve Schofield to visit Australia in November

	AMCA/NEBB - seminars at AMCA house to increase pump know-how  

	ABCB - Participation in EERG on behalf of PIA to improve Section J5 of NCC

	SV - Continued contact with Ian McNicol on MEPS for pumps - slow progress.

3) ABCB Workgroup participation 
      – Improvement of Section J5 of National Construction Code

The Australian Building Codes Board is finalising updates to the 2015 National Construction Code (NCC), 
which takes effect on 1 May 2015. The ABCB are organising a series of Information Seminars on the NCC 2015 
Amendments, commencing February 2015, in a capital city near you. Standards Australia will also be presenting 
on the relevant building and construction Standards that have been referenced in the revised code.

Clare Wright of ABCB has informed us that it is possible to register on line to obtain a free download of NCC 2015, 
by logging on to the ABCB website.

4) Pump Market Overview
Members continue to comment on the relatively slack trading condition and quite a lot of belt tightening is evident, 
particularly with SME’s serving traditional pump market sectors in Australia. The absence of information about 
forward planning from Public Authorities and State/Federal Governments makes it hard to get a clear picture of 
potential down the track. PIA is considering strategies to try to fill this information gap, but initial efforts have not 
been particularly successful. Pump Industry magazine continues to list project information in their E-newsletter, but 
it would be interesting to get feedback on whether this is useful.
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5) PIA Seminars in Melbourne and Sydney
PIA had hoped for a very good response to our seminar program 
to coincide with our 50th anniversary celebrations. However, 
despite strong promotions through Pump Industry and other 
media, as well as close contact with our Industry Associates at 
Engineers Australia, AMCA, AIRAH, SV and Consult Australia, 
the response outside of PIA members was disappointing. There 
were approximately 30 attendees at each of the seminars 
and the program was well received. Steve Schofield was an 
excellent Keynote speaker and was able to provide some 
valuable insights into what is happening in Europe.

Steve Schofield
Steve Schofield is director and CEO of BPMA. Established in 1941, the BPMA is the UK trade association 
representing the interests of the UK manufacturers of liquid pumps. Steve is currently responsible for all 
of BPMA’s activities. He manages a small team  who offer information to members on  technical, training, 
standards, legislative, marketing  and energy related activities. Prior to joining the BPMA in 1998 he 
worked in the pump industry for 25 years having held appointments with Mather & Platt/Weir pumps, 
Durco/Flowserve and Hayward Tyler.

Other papers were presented by Australian based pump specialists and we thank them for their participation.

Tony Kersten - Paper on Pumps for Building Services

Tony’s career has spanned 34 years in the pump industry which has included positions with Corporations, 
Private Enterprise and Government. Tony has been with Warman earlier in his career and was NSW 
State Manager for Grundfos Pumps for several years. His current role with Grundfos is Product & 
Business Development Manager – Mining (Aus/NZ). Tony has been a past Councillor of the PIA.

Michael White - Paper on Pressure Sewage Systems

Michael completed a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechatronics) and Bachelor of Computer Science at 
The University of Melbourne. He has worked for Ford Motor Co., Hayman Reese and Hayward Tyler 
Engineered Products in the UK. He is currently the Engineering Supervisor for NPD at Mono Pumps 
Australia where he has worked for almost 5 years.

Jürgen Mrozek - Paper on Waste Water Pumping

Jürgen is working as the Southern Region Market Development Manager – Monitoring & Controls with 
Xylem Water Solutions. He has over 15 years’ experience working in the water industry with major 
global pump manufacturers in roles involving water and wastewater product and business development, 
as well as the associated design and delivery of training seminars. Prior to his engagement in the 
Australia water industry he worked in the electrical industry in a number of roles providing him with a 
solid foundation in areas of control system design and product development.

Malcolm Robertson - Paper on Pump Testing Using Thermodynamic Method

Originally trained as a physicist, Malcolm obtained a PhD in thermoluminescence dosimetry from the 
University of Surrey, UK. The development of instrumentation for ionising radiation, nuclear medicine, 
and XRF mineral analysis gave him experience in temperature measurement, analogue electronics, and 
mechanical design which has now been applied to the thermodynamic method for energy efficiency and 
flow rate measurements. He runs Robertson Technology supplying instrumentation and test services for 
pumps etc.

Tim Cocking - Paper on Metering Pump

Tim qualified as an Engineer at Melbourne University BE (Mech) Hons and worked in the metal 
manufacturing industry before taking up a role in the pump industry 22 years ago.  Extensive experience 
with high pressure centrifugal and positive displacement pumps for the oil and gas industry and has 
worked at AFH for 12 years.
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6) New Members – New applications approved
Tony Kersten - Individual Member
SKF - Associate member
Waterwise - Full Member

7) News from Members
7.1 Fluid Engineering

The company has advised PIA that they are now a distributor for Amarillo right 
angle gear drives. Established in 1917, Amarillo gear drives manufactured 
in Amarillo TX are leaders in the production of right angle drive systems 
and spiral bevel gearing. Located in Griffith NSW our newly built store and 
workshop is capable of servicing and delivering gearbox units with short 
lead times. Our Amarillo factory trained tradesman are available to help 
in any way possible and are backed up by sales engineers who not only 
understand the Amarillo gearbox range but have a sound knowledge of 
pumping equipment and pump drive applications” 

7.2 Ruhrpumps SIHI Australia
Members may have heard the Flowserve has acquired SIHI Group BV. We asked Sam Bell to provide some local input and 
he has advised PIA as follows:- “The binding offer of purchase of the SIHI Group by Flowserve Inc has to pass regulatory 
approval before March 2015.The purchase will have no material effect on the operations in Australia. Business as usual for 
RPS and our customers”.

7.3 KSB Australia
Perhaps a sign of the times for the local industry, KSB has announced that “shop floor activities (fabrication, manufacturing 
and testing etc. ) will cease in Victoria as from the 19th December 2014. The “Tottenham” facility will still be operating with a 
full sales, after market service and spare parts department and will still continue to operate in the Victoria and Tasmania region.

7.4 Ajax Employee reunion in Deer Park
It is more than 20 years since KSB acquired the Ajax 
business in Australia, but many people in the Industry 
will remember better times and the camaraderie that was 
developed when Ajax operated as an Australian business 
has not been lost over that time. People have moved on 
but recollections of the “good old days” remain with many 
of those that were with Ajax through the 1970’s to 1993 
and will not be easily forgotten. 

More than 30 people attended an informal evening at the 
Deer Park Club, some with more than 40 years service 
with that company. As you can see there were a few grey 

heads around, but there was a good mix of people from all levels within the company, both before and after the acquisition.

The event was organised by Adam Ferrera, now with Cummins Diesels. As a former employee, your Editor was invited to 
attend, but unfortunately had a prior commitment. It would have been great to catch up with former colleagues.

Frankie Camilleri - Case study on Seal Upgrade

After completing his bachelor degree in aerospace engineering and business administration Frankie’s 
career began with General Motors Holden within their global purchasing and supply chain. Currently, he 
is the Victorian Sales Manager at John Crane Australia, part of the Smiths Group plc. He has been with 
John Crane for eight years and has held various roles in engineering, project roll-outs, sales and branch 
management and within operations as the customer service and procurement manager. Frankie was 
joined in his presentation by Gabriel Balan.

Both seminars involved some stimulating Q&A and should have been useful in providing background into issues and product 
solutions that are being developed to meet the specific needs of Australian pump users. For this unable to attend, CD’s of the 
proceedings are available from the Secretary at $30.00 inc P&P.
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9) Forthcoming Events
• 26th February - General meeting in Melbourne - Ron Astall to outline his experiences attending HI conference in 

Florida on behalf of PIA. Location to be confirmed.

• 12 May - General meeting in Adelaide to coincide with AWA conference. Location to be confirmed.

• Breakfast meetings are being planned in Melbourne for March and Brisbane in June. More details to follow.

9) Christmas message from the Editor
It has been a busy year for PIA and we thank all those who have contributed articles for inclusion in the Newsletter. 
We hope you will continue to support us in keeping members up to date with Industry information.

Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Keith Sanders

8) Obituary

David McLeish   7/5/1919 – 29/11/2014
We are saddened by the passing of David McLiesh. Those who worked with him will remember 
his wry sense of humour and good natured approach as a manager and mentor. Originally 
with Harland Engineering in Alloa, Scotland, David emigrated to Australia to join Harland 
Engineering Australia which later became Industrial Engineering/Indeng Pump Division. He 
served as the Pump Division General manager for many years, retiring in early 1984.  
He served with distinction as APMA president in the early 80s and was instrumental in planning 
the highly successful APMA Canberra convention. David had a keen interest in music and after 
retirement worked regularly as a presenter on 3MBS 103.5, a Melbourne based classical music 
FM broadcaster.


